History Key skills
Year 3
World or British?
W/B
B

Areas of study

Dates

Roman Empire and its impact on Britain

AD42

Local History (linked to one of the periods – the Romans in our area)

X

Roman Empire and its impact on Britain
This could include:


Julius Caesar’s attempted invasion in 55-54 BC



the Roman Empire by AD 42 and the power of its army



successful invasion by Claudius and conquest, including Hadrian’s Wall



British resistance, for example, Boudicca



‘Romanisation’ of Britain: sites such as Caerwent and the impact of technology, culture and beliefs,
including early Christianity

Local History (linked to one of the periods – the Romans in our area)


a depth study linked to one of the British areas of study listed above



a study over time tracing how several aspects of national history are reflected in the locality (this can
go beyond 1066)



a study of an aspect of history or a site dating from a period beyond 1066 that is significant in the

Looking at sources

Knowledge of time periods

locality.

To know some facts about my time period
To know key events from my time period
To know some facts about an important person connected to my time period
To know how the time period affected my locality
To explain how life was different in my time period to now
To find about a person/period or event from history using a historical source
To know some sources were from the time and some have been made later
To choose a source to help find out about a person/period or event from history
To know that not everything we can find out about history is true

Chronology

To place events, artifacts and historical figures on a dated time line
To know some of the main British historical eras
To know some of the main world civilizations
To place events and people I have studied in the correct time order
To know if my time period took place before or after other periods I have studied

